Feelings and
Emotions with the
Zero Conditional

If Clause

Main Clause

If / When + Subject1 + Verb1

,

simple present

Subject2 + Verb2
simple present

Complete the sentences with a feeling or emotion.
1. If a person has a job interview, he probably feels …
2. If a person sees his girlfriend with a man he doesn’t know, he probably feels. …
3. If a person watches a movie about a serial killer and he is home alone, he feels ...
4. If a person does not eat for 48 hours, he probably feels …
5. If a person does not talk to his family or friends for a long time, he probably feels …
6. If a person works out and is really hot, he probably feels …
7. If a person’s cat dies, he probably feels …
8. If a person has two jobs and no time to relax, he probably feels …
9. If a person cannot keep his eyes open, he probably feels …
10. If a person gets cut off on the freeway, he probably feels …
Complete the sentences with what you do when you feel a certain way.
1. If I’m angry, _________________________________________________________________________.
2. If I’m busy,

_________________________________________________________________________.

3. If I’m hungry, _________________________________________________________________________.
4. If I’m jealous, _________________________________________________________________________.
5. If I’m lonely, _________________________________________________________________________.
6. If I’m scared, _________________________________________________________________________.
7. If I’m sleepy, _________________________________________________________________________.
8. If I’m nervous, _________________________________________________________________________.
9. If I’m thirsty, _________________________________________________________________________.
10. If I’m upset,

_________________________________________________________________________.

Discuss with a partner.
A: “What do you do if you feel hungry?”
B: “I eat a whole pizza.”
A: “What about you?”

“If I Can't Have You”
Yvonne Elliman
Don't know why I'm surviving every lonely day
When there's got to be no chance for me
My life would end and it doesn't matter how I cry
My tears of love are a waste of time
If I turn away am I strong enough to see it through
Go crazy is what I will do
If I can't have you, I don't want nobody baby
If I can't have you, ah, ah, ah…
I can't have you
I don't want nobody baby, if I can't have you ah, ah, ah…
Can't let go and it doesn't matter how I try
I gave it all so easily to you my love
To dreams that never will come true
Am I strong enough to see it through
Go crazy is what I will do
If I can't have you, I don't want nobody baby
If I can't have you, ah, ah, ah…
I can't have you
I don't want nobody baby, if I can't have you ah, ah, ah…

A. What feelings or emotions do you see? How do you think she feels?
B. Give two examples of conditional (using if) from this song.
1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
C. What does it mean when she says, “to see it through”?
D. What is this song about?
a. a woman who can’t let her young child go
b. a woman who knows her relationship is over but doesn’t want it to be
c.

a woman who wants to own a baby and doesn’t want anything else

E. Why does she use the word “baby” in the song? Can you think of other nicknames?

Conditions
of use
Future Possibilities
Get married
Become ill

If
If I ever ….

Win the
lottery

Make friends
Lose weight

Whenever …..

Live alone

As soon as ….
By the time …..

Make friends

Sell the
house
Lose my job

Unless …..
When …..

Become fit

Move to
Canada
Date

Your text here

Give up
sport

Go into the
hospital

Start the car
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I go to bed.

If I am hungry,

I eat something.

If I listen to
music,

I start to sing
along.

If you mix blue
and red,

you get purple.

If you give me
candy,

I am very happy.

If I feel sick,

I go to the
doctor.

If it rains,

you get wet.

If people eat
too much,

they get fat.

If it’s summer,

I go swimming.

If it’s winter,

I feel cold,

If I am tired,

I go to bed.

If I am hungry,

I eat something.

If I listen to
music,

I start to sing
along.

If you mix blue
and red,

you get purple.

If you give me
candy,

I am very happy.

If I feel sick,

I go to the
doctor.

If it rains,

you get wet.

If people eat
too much,

they get fat.

If it’s summer,

I go swimming.

If it’s winter,

I feel cold,

If I am tired,

